FicƟon

Maria Adolfsson

Run or Die
Book 4 in the ’Doggerland’ series
Karen Eiken Hornby is back! 340 000 copies sold
naƟonally
The harbour is crowded when Doggerland’s first pride parade takes
place. Suddenly, the high spirits turn into horror when someone fires a
weapon straight into the crowd. When the police arrive, the perpetra‐
tor is already dead.
The pregnant Karen Eiken Hornby is determined to find out the mo ve
behind the terrible deed. Slowly, the picture of the shooters’ last peri‐
od of life emerges. But is that really the full story?
And, at the same me, Karen is confronted with truths and lies coming
from her own past.
RUN OR DIE is the fourth book in the interna onally bestselling series
featuring Detec ve Karen Eiken Hornby. With the unique se ng of
Maria Adolfsson’s imaginary Doggerland islands, featuring its own local
language, geography, and cultural tradi ons with roots in Britain and
Scandinavia—the ideal se ng for a Nordic Noir series with a twist.
‘The Doggerland series is just so good – the books about the fic ous
na on of isles between Scandinavia and Great Britain where Karen Eiken Hornby works as a police oﬃcer. I read the fourth instalment all in
one go a rainy Sunday, and was reminded that it’s the perfect mixture
of cozy and chilling, of lovely depic ons of love and friendship and
nerve- ngling thrill.’
— Sundsvalls Tidning
‘Maria Adolfsson is on her fourth novel about the fic ous country and
it’s s ll one of the most fun places one can visit in the world of crime.’
— Dagens Nyheter
’Finally! Detec ve Inspector Karen Eiken Hornby is back, as cu ng and
brave as always, and this me: pregnant…A high-tempo page-turner
with dialogues that hit the spot and an unforge able ending.’
—AŌonbladet

Rights sold
Danish: People’s Press (1‐5)
Dutch: Lui ngh Sijthoﬀ (1‐5)
Estonian: Uhinenud Ajakirjad (1‐4)
Finnish: Tammi (1‐5)
Italian: SEM Libri (1‐4)
Norwegian: Strawberry (1‐5)
Publishers of Doggerland
Czech: Argo (1‐3)
CroaƟan: Leo Commerce (1‐2)
English (W): Bonnier Zaﬀre (1‐3)
French: Denoel (1‐2)
German: Ullstein (1‐3)
Hebrew: Keter (1‐2)
Hungarian: Gabo Kiado (1‐3)
Icelandic: Forlagid (1‐3)
Polish: Foksal (1‐3)
Portuguese (BR): Faro (1‐2)
Spanish: Salamandra (1)
Turkish: Cinar (1)
PublicaƟon
Wahlström & Widstrand
March 2021
374 pages
Material
Swedish Final Copies
English Sample Transla on 54pp
Series Descrip on
Synopsis
Film & TV Rights
Rights Available

Maria Adolfsson (b. 1958) lives in Stockholm where she writes full‐ me. The
Doggerland series has been translated to 18 languages to date and has sold over
300,000 copies in Sweden alone.
bonnierrights.se | info@bonnierrights.se

Contact
Johanna Lindborg
johanna.lindborg@bonnierrights.se

FicƟon

Kristina Agnér

Afraid of the Dark
Book 1 in the ’Småland series’
Two unsolved mysteries in the same family sixty years
apart—is the shocking truth finally about to be revealed?
A er a heartbreak and broken engagement, Alva Fagerström leaves
Stockholm for the co age in the dark forests of Southern Sweden that
she has inherited from her mother. Alva’s mother Lena has just passed
away of heart failure, and the prac cali es of sor ng through her
mother’s things and ge ng the co age ready to sell will help Alva keep
her mind oﬀ what to do about her life in Stockholm.
Once in Småland, Alva is met with the shocking news that her mother’s
death was in fact not of natural causes. What could possibly be the
reason for someone wan ng Lena dead, and staging her death to look
like a heart‐a ack?
But, the murder is actually not the only mystery that needs a solu on
in the picturesque village. The unresolved and mysterious disappear‐
ance of Evy, Alva’s maternal grandmother, back in the 1960’s is
brought back to light. Can the two cases be connected?
Along with her neighbour Susanna Frid and local police detec ve Jona‐
tan Mogren, Alva starts asking ques ons, trying to solve the two mys‐
teries in the family. With each step closer Alva gets to finding some
answers is a step closer to danger, and suddenly she finds herself in the
line of fire.
For fans of Tove Alsterdal’s atmospheric crime, AFRAID OF THE DARK is
the first book in a planned four‐part series called ‘The Småland series’,
centered around the fic onal town of Tosseboda. Each book takes
place in a diﬀerent season, star ng with summer for book one and
ending with a beau ful winter landscape in book four.

‘A book that begins with a detailed and wi y character list gives sky‐
high expecta ons that this will be a great whodunit. Southern debut
author Kris n Agnér has no problems living up to those expecta ons.’
— Skånska Dagbladet

Rights sold
Norwegian: Strawberry (1‐2)
PublicaƟon
Albert Bonniers Förlag
March 2021
350 pages
Material
Swedish Final Copies
English Sample Transla on 100pp
Series presenta on
Synopsis
Author Le er
Film & TV Rights
Rights Available

‘AFRAID OF THE DARK is an unusually promising debut.’
— Dagens Nyheter
KrisƟna Agnér (b. 1981) is a freelance developmental editor with a background within
social work. The lakes and the woods surrounding her co age in Småland is what in‐
spired her to start wri ng the ‘Småland series’. AFRAID OF THE DARK is her debut.
bonnierrights.se | info@bonnierrights.se

Contact
Johanna Lindborg
johanna.lindborg@bonnierrights.se

FicƟon

Marie Bengts

Inferno in the Snow
Book 3 in the ’Seamstress Investigates’
series
Stranded in a gothic mansion in the middle of a snow
storm with a suspected arsonist, Hannah Lönn has to
solve her most riveƟng mystery to date.
We are back in 1957 with Hannah Lönn and Aunt Lilly as they travel to
spend the Christmas holidays at the Paradise Guesthouse on Öland. On
the way, they get caught in a snowstorm and pick up a hitchhiker, who
turns out to be the suspected pyromaniac Einar Andersson, known as
the Öland Farmer and allegedly the perpetrator of a slew of unresolved
arson a acks.
Instead of Paradise, they end up at Inferno — the colloquial name of
the gothic 17th century mansion at Hallerum. Hannah immediately
senses the conflicts and tensions simmering between the guests and
inhabitants and is determined to leave as quickly as possible. But the
snowstorm has made the roads impassable and Hannah soon realizes
that she is going to be stuck at the mansion over Christmas, together
with a suspected arsonist, a lecherous author, the conflict‐ridden
Strandberg family and their staﬀ. When Hannah finds the phone lines
deliberately cut, she begins to suspect that someone at the house
wants to stop them all from leaving.
INFERNO IN THE SNOW is the third instalment in the much‐loved
Seamstress Inves gates series. A classic locked‐room Christmas mys‐
tery from an author who has mastered the combina on of humour,
mystery, wit, suspense, rive ng plot and fascina ng characters learned
from masters of the genre like Agatha Chris e and Maria Lang.
Praise for DEATH IN DISGUISE (Book 2):
‘DEATH IN DISGUISE is a lovely example of informed genre literature,
that yet never becomes overbearingly clever nor crosses the line into
suspense‐killing irony.”
— AŌonbladet
“Bengts shows how to create a plot that will please the reader, making
it impossible to put the book down before you know who the bad guy
is. Now, her readership eagerly waits for the next case for Miss Hannah
Lönn.”
— Ölandsbladet

Marie Bengts (b. 1968) hails from southern Sweden but now lives in Stockholm,
where she works as a journalist. Her debut, Death by Scissors, was published in
2017 to both great sales and cri cal acclaim.
bonnierrights.se | info@bonnierrights.se

Rights sold
Finnish: Bazar Kustannus
PublicaƟon
Albert Bonniers Förlag
October 2021
400 pages
Material
Swedish Final Copies
Series Descrip on
Synopsis
Film & TV Rights
Rights Available

Contact
Johanna Lindborg
Johanna.lindborg@bonnierrights.se

FicƟon

Daniel Dalgaard

Sphinx
The Beach for a new, disillusioned generaƟon meets The
Steppenwolf, told with a dreamlike tonality.
Thailand, 2004. In the shade by the poolside, an elderly man is si ng
silently in a wheelchair. His name is Jan Schnecker, and due to an accident years prior he is trapped inside his own body, unable to move or
speak. His mind wanders back to his upbringing on Bornholm outside
the coast of Denmark during the Nazi occupa on, and through his
memories, a life story unfolds. An albino boy, raised by a German
mother, he was always an outsider, and as such has a unique perspecve on 20th century Denmark.
Also travelling in Thailand at this me is a young Danish woman named
Thea. In the a ermath of the tsunami she is locked inside a hotel room,
ba ling a personal crisis involving a police inves ga on. She is struggling to find the right angle for an artsy documentary, and this is her
chance to posi on herself, do something of significance. But for some
reason she doesn’t seem to find herself as easily as the other backpackers she encounters.
Thea’s travels eventually lead her to the same resort as Jan Schnecker.
Apart from their home country, they should have nothing in common,
but in their posi ons as outsiders, they both cri cally watch their surroundings – Jan quietly and Thea through the lens of her camera. As it
happens, their chance encounter will have great significance for them
both, and irrevocable consequences…
Delicately told with exquisite a en on to detail, Daniel Dalgaard brilliantly constructs a rich novel that paired with his poe c tonality pinpoints the individual desire to be free, in a world that oﬀers everything
but freedom.
‘An epic daring piece that goes far beyond what one usually sees in an
author's first novel.’
– Kristeligt Dagblad

Rights sold
All rights available
PublicaƟon
Gutkind
August 2021
412 pages
Material
Danish Final Copies
English Sample Transla on 91pp
Synopsis
Film & TV Rights
Rights Available

‘I was completely blown away by the novel (…) if you can write like this,
you can write anything.’
– Weekendavisen
Daniel Dalgaard (b. 1987) has a degree from the Authors' School in Copenhagen,
a bachelor's degree in Literary History from Aarhus University and teaches at the
West Jutland University College's author program. In 2013, he debuted with the
collec on of poems Vi er ikke konger and established himself from the beginning
as a new, young and strong poet on the Danish literary scene.
bonnierrights.se | info@bonnierrights.se

Contact
Johanna Lindborg
johanna.lindborg@bonnierrights.se

Fic on

Åke Edwardson

The Thirteenth Case
Book 13 in the ’Winter’ series
The three‐ me winner of the Swedish Crime Writers’
Award is back with long‐awaited return of Winter series.
THE THIRTEENTH CASE is the celebrated return of the beloved Detec‐
ve Inspector Erik Winter, who on his way home from visi ng his fami‐
ly in Marbella no ces a curiously quiet couple on the plane. By acci‐
dent, he’s stuck behind them in traﬃc in his car, and then becomes the
only witness as they suddenly speed up and drive straight into a cliﬀ.
As he is the first person on the scene, he soon finds that the woman in
the car, Sara Brendner, was the sole witness to the brutal unsolved
murder of her father thirty years earlier, and soon Erik Winter realises
that the two events must be linked. To solve the mystery of the silent,
intense couple, he must take on the cold case of Sara Brendner’s fa‐
ther, and soon he’s entangled in one of the most intricate inves ga‐
ons yet.
The twelve novels with Erik Winter have sold over seven million copies
in 27 languages. The first ten novels have also been turned into TV‐
series with first Johan Gry and later Magnus Krepper as Erik Winter,
broadcast interna onally. In 2019 rights were sold to a Hollywood pro‐
duc on company for Room nr 10 along with the op on right to the rest
of the series.
’…the narra ve has all the fas dious cra of the best crime wri ng.’
—Independent
’Top‐class crime fic on (…) An unerring sense of pace, good tension,
more than averagely believable characters and some neat twists.’
—The Times
“Edwardson’s series is as much about character interac on as it is
about story, but he is no slouch at building suspense, and his ability to
make the sweltering heat a kind of secondary character – as in
Hitchcock’s Rear Window‐only adds to the tension.”
—Booklist

Rights sold
Finnish: Like (1‐13)
Op ons
German: Ullstein (1‐12)
Norwegian: Strawberry (1‐6)
Polish: Czarna Owca (1‐12)
Previous publishers
Bulgarian: Uniskorp (3+4)
Czech: MOBA (1‐11)
Danish: Fremad (1‐7), Rosinante (8‐10),
HR Ferdinand (11)
Dutch: Signatuur (1‐7), AW Bruna (7‐11)
English (UK): Harvill Secker (3‐5)
Estonian: Ees Raamat (1‐7)
Icelandic: Mal & Menning (1)
Italian: Mondadori (1), Dalai (2‐6)
Lithuanian: Alma Li era (1)
Russian: Astrel (1+2)
Spanish: Langua del Trupo (1)
Publica on
Albert Bonniers Förlag
August 2021
392 pages
Material
Swedish Final Copies
English Sample Transla on 29pp
Series informa on
Film & TV Rights
Enquire with the agent

Åke Edwardson (b. 1953) is a pioneer and central figure on the Swedish detec‐
ve fic on scene. His crime novels have won the Swedish Crime Writers’ Acade‐
my Award for best crime novel, including his debut in 1995 Till allt som varit
dö . Since the publica on of Death Angels in 1997, the first instalment in the
Inspector Winter crime novel series, Edwardson’s books have sold over seven
million copies in 27 languages.
bonnierrights.se | info@bonnierrights.se

Contact
Johanna Lindborg
johanna.lindborg@bonnierrights.se

FicƟon

Kerstin Ekman

The Wolf Run
The no 1 bestseller
Sweden’s greatest living author returns aŌer ten years
with a masterful novel about man’s relaƟonship to
nature, aging in the 21st century, and what it means to be
human.
‘I was living an ordinary life. It probably wouldn’t last too many more
years, not with my angina. But in any case it was an ordinary, even a
fine, life. […] We had our clashes. We did. Two strong wills colliding like
heavy freight cars, fully loaded with lived life. We didn’t grate, never
bore grudges. We’d just get back on track. We lived an ordinary life. I
did.
UnƟl I saw that wolf.’

In Kers n Ekman’s extraordinary novel THE WOLF RUN, we meet Ulf
Norrs g, a man in his 70s coming to terms with aging and with how he
has lived his life, as well as that of his wife, Inga, and their long marriage. THE WOLF RUN is the story of how we u lise the wisdom life has
granted us through being lived, and lived well. It is also the story of a
community and a wolf—and how an unexpected encounter between
man and wolf has the power to change the course of the lives of everyone in the small town of Loåsen. True to form, Ekman also incorporates
a whodunnit and a great deal of erudi on in this short, gripping and
u erly fascina ng novel.
THE WOLF RUN is an in mate and cap va ng portrait of nature and
the human psyche from an author who can be compared to the likes of
Ernest Hemingway, August Strindberg and Harry Mar nson (whose
chair in the Swedish Nobel Academy, Ekman, fi ngly, took over in
1978) and with more recent authors such as Richard Powers.
‘Wonderful... powerfully enigmaƟc… extremely intelligent… works so
brilliantly both as a mystery and an evocaƟon of an unfamiliar world.’
— New York Times on Blackwater
’THE WOLF RUN is a fusion, or perhaps the quintessence, of the core of
Ekman’s oeuvre. And yet, in spite of its inƟmate relaƟonship to her
previous work, it is enƟrely independent.’

Rights sold
Danish: Gyldendal
Dutch: Ambo Anthos
Estonian: Varrak
Finnish: Tammi
French: Denöel
German: Piper Verlag
Italian: Iperborea
Lithuanian: Baltos Lankos
Norwegian: Aschehoug

Previous Publishers
Chinese (simpl): People's Literature P H
Czech: MOBA
Dutch: De Geus
Korean: Nineteen Books
Latvian: Zvaigzne
Macedonian: Blesok
Polish: Czarna Owca
PublicaƟon
Albert Bonniers Förlag
August 2021
193 pages
Material
Swedish Final Copies
Full English Transla on
Film & TV Rights
Enquire with the agent

—Svenska Dagbladet
KersƟn Ekman (b. 1933) debuted in 1959 as a crime writer. In 1978 she was elected to
the Swedish Nobel Academy, and le her chair in 1989. Her rich narra ves have made
her one of the most widely read Swedish writers of the twen eth century. Her works are
translated into 30 languages and she has won most major na onal literary prizes, including the August Prize twice, and the Nordic Council Literature Prize.
bonnierrights.se | info@bonnierrights.se

Contact
Johanna Lindborg
johanna.lindborg@bonnierrights.se

FicƟon

Caroline Engvall

Blood Shame
Book 1 in the brand new suspense trilogy
SomeƟmes the people you love the most turns out to be
the ones you should not trust...
The first part in a new suspense series about sisterhood and dark
secrets that takes us from divine white beaches in Thailand to the dark
hinterland of northern Sweden. Elizabeth goes to Thailand on holiday
with her mother, her sister Sofia and her sister’s family. On New Year’s
Eve, Sofia disappears, a few hours later she is found dead in the water,
presumed drowned. What was supposed to be a wonderful family
event ends with a devastaƟng disaster.
While processing her grief aŌer Sofia’s death, Elizabeth can’t help but
to quesƟon the circumstances of the accident. What really happened
on the paradise island? And why does everyone around her seem to be
hiding something? The event takes Elizabeth back to her family’s past,
to childhood memories and to the small community of OrmvaƩnet,
where it all once began.
Betrayal, childhood trauma and family secrets converge in this explosive and suspenseful new series in the vein of domesƟc thrillers like
Maƫas Edvardsson’s A Nearly Normal Family combined with the Nordic folklore elements seen in Johan Theorin’s successful Öland-series.

‘It is skillfully told, the movement between the diﬀerent me perspec ves strongly highlights the rela onships between then and now.
The characters grow into interes ng and complex people. The plot is
well thought out with an intelligent and unexpected twist that sheds
new light on the story. I liked her previous series but this is even be er.’
—Kapprakt

Rights sold
All rights available
PublicaƟon
Bokförlaget Forum
May 2021
304 pages
Material
Swedish Final Copies
English Sample TranslaƟon 60pp
Synopsis & Series Synopsis
Film & TV Rights
Rights Available

Caroline Engvall (b. 1978) is a writer and journalist. She debuted in 2017 with
her first crime novel. She is engaged in maƩers of safety online for our younger generaƟon. With BLOOD SHAME, she begins a new thriller trilogy that follow three sisters, women for generaƟons back and forth and takes place in
both Thailand and Northern Sweden.
bonnierrights.se | info@bonnierrights.se

Contact
Johanna Lindborg
johanna.lindborg@bonnierrights.se

FicƟon

Åsa Hellberg

New Times at Flanagans
The third and final book in the best‐selling
Flanagans trilogy
Almost 1 million copies sold—Åsa Hellberg is back with
the dramaƟc finale to her beloved series
Frankie is the third genera on in charge of running the glamorous
Flanagans Hotel in London’s glitzy Mayfair. As long as Frankie has her
family and staﬀ at Flanagans by her side, she knows she can perform
miracles. But when her marriage abruptly ends, Frankie’s life comes
crashing down and she suddenly realizes that she can no longer man‐
age the Flanagans empire on her own.
For Billie, Frankie’s cry for help comes at the worst possible me. Living
a charmed life in New York, she has just landed the world’s most
sought‐a er film role, and fallen madly in love. The world is wide open
to her and her dearest dreams are within reach. But how can you say
no when a beloved sister calls you in distress?
A er the raving success of the first two books, readers have been ea‐
gerly an cipa ng the finale to the Flanagans’ trilogy, where Frankie
and Billie have grown up and chosen diﬀerent paths but s ll find that,
when you become embroiled in one of life's crises, there’s no one to
rely upon quite like a sister.
This trilogy immerses readers into the atmospheric world of the Flana‐
gans Hotel in London, following the life of the hotel from the 1960’s in
book one, through the 1980’s in the second book, and culmina ng in a
drama c finale in the 2010s in this, its last instalment. Under crystal
chandeliers, on carpeted floors and in between wood‐panelled walls,
we get to know three genera ons of women who run the hotel — each
one facing the challenges of their era, with their own hardships, heart‐
breaks, successes, and more than their fair share of drama.
Praise for the previous Ɵtles:
‘Elegant & dramaƟc entertainment’
—Femina
‘Intelligent feelgood where strong women challenge the patriarchy ’
—Bohuslänningen

Åsa Hellberg (b. 1962) describes herself as “between 25 and 85 years old de‐
pending on the mood of the day.” She grew up in Fjällbacka, where part of her
new series is set, and today lives in Stockholm. Her debut Casanovas kvinna, was
published in 2009, and she has since published the bestselling trilogy about
Sonja, as well as stand‐alone tles. With sales of almost 1 million copies, she is
one of Sweden’s most‐loved commercial women’s fic on writers.
bonnierrights.se | info@bonnierrights.se

Rights sold
Danish: Lindhardt & Ringhof (1‐3)
Dutch: Xander (1‐3)
Finnish: Bazar (1‐3)
German: Ullstein (1‐3)
Polish: Harde (1‐3)
OpƟons
Bulgarian: Bard (1)
Estonian: Varrak (1‐2)
Latvian: Balto (1)
Romanian: Baroque Books & Arts
Spanish: Maeva (1‐2)
PublicaƟon
Bokförlaget Forum
August 2021
350 pages
Material
Swedish Final Copies

Contact
Johanna Lindborg
johanna.lindborg@bonnierrights.se

FicƟon

Gertrud Hellbrand

Dark Horse
Book 1 in the ’Dominion’ series
An atmospheric new crime series wriƩen by a master storyteller, DARK HORSE takes the reader into the heart of the
decepƟvely tranquil Swedish countryside, where what you
see might not be what you get.
When Mira Westman’s grandfather is found dead in his country co age
she decides to return to Hedsbro, the village where she grew up, to sort
out his aﬀairs. Everything indicates that her grandfather fell and hit his
head while drunk and the police are sa sfied it was an accident. But,
when Mira’s cousin Ville disappears without a trace from his job at the
neighbouring horse farm, Mira begins to suspect that the sudden death
of her grandfather was perhaps not as innocent as it looks.
The picturesque landscape of rolling pastures and fields are in bloom in
the spring sunshine, but under the beau ful surface secrets linger and
darkness looms. Mira le Hedsbro as a teenager a er a horrific incident
that s ll haunts her, making her even more determined to find out what
has happened to her family. Who may have wanted to see her grandfa‐
ther dead? Are her grandfather’s neighbours, equestrians Jerry and
Patrik Hartley Lindskog, involved in the disappearance of Ville? Can Mira
s ll trust her teenage love Adam, whose li le brother has turned into the
village terror? Facing her past, Mira must ask herself how far she is will‐
ing to go to protect the ones she loves.
DARK HORSE is the first book in the ‘Dominion series’ by cri cally ac‐
claimed Gertrud Hellbrand, and her first crime novel. The book is equal
parts twisty murder mystery and dark tale about family es, love,
betrayal, and jealousy. The second book in the series will be published in
2022.
‘Gertrud Hellbrand (...) makes an elegant transi on into crime. She skillfully traps the reader in a tangle of clues poin ng in diﬀerent direc ons,
amplifying the feeling that something dreadful has happened, or perhaps
is imminent, and as if in passing narrates the beauty of nature, bi er
hate, bird lakes and des tute addic on.’
— Dagens Nyheter

Gertrud Hellbrand (b.1974) is a bestselling and cri cally‐acclaimed author, and a
teacher of crea ve wri ng. Gertrud lives with her family and their horses on a farm in
Östergötland, south‐west of Stockholm. DARK HORSE is her first crime novel, and the
first in a series set in the beau ful countryside where she makes her home. She is
currently at work finishing the sequel.
bonnierrights.se | info@bonnierrights.se

Rights sold
Danish: Grønningen (1‐3)
PublicaƟon
HarperCollins Nordic
March 2021
384 pages
Material
Swedish Final Copies
English Sample Transla on 124pp
Series Descrip on
Folder
Synopsis
Author Le er
Film & TV Rights
Rights Available

Contact
Johanna Lindborg
johanna.lindborg@bonnierrights.se

FicƟon

Mari Jungstedt

In the Failing Light
Book 16 in the 6‐million‐copy bestselling
’Gotland’ series
Murder, historical intrigue, and personal troubles confront detecƟves Anders Knutas and Karin Jacobsson in
this new instalment by the Queen of Crime, Mari Jungstedt.
When two Stockholm teenagers, spending their autumn break on a
grey, foggy and quiet Gotland, disappear during a bike ride on the island and later turn up dead on a remote farm, Inspector Anders Knutas
iniƟates an intense search for the cold-blooded murderer.
When the body of a curator at the island’s museum is washed up on a
beach north of Visby, the police start looking for connecƟons. Knutas
and his colleague and partner Karin Jakobsson encounter a challenging
case to solve whilst facing major challenges in their own, private lives.
The series is set on the picturesque island of Gotland in the BalƟc Sea,
south of Stockholm, with a landscape renowned for its spectacular
scenery and unpredictable weather. It follows Inspector Anders Knutas,
who works for the Visby police, where he has been in service for thirty
years.

Praise for Before the Cloud Come:
‘The queen of rela onship crime fic on...’
‐ Göteborgs Posten
‘Much excitement on the way to a drama c resolu on’
‐ Kapprakt

Rights sold
Danish: People’s Press
Finnish: Otava
Norwegian: Strawberry
OpƟons
Spanish: Maeva

-Over 6 million copies sold across the series in Sweden alone-One of Sweden’s biggest names in crime ficƟon-

PublicaƟon
Albert Bonniers Förlag
June 2021
350 pages
Material
Swedish Manuscript
English Sample TranslaƟon 30 pages

Mari Jungstedt (b. 1962) was a news anchor at Sweden’s largest tv broadcaster
before she turned to wriƟng. Since the 2003 publicaƟon of Unseen, the first novel in her Gotland series featuring detecƟves Anders Knutas and Karin Jacobsson,
she has published a book every year, launching the brand-new Andalucia series
in 2020 with Before the Clouds Come, which sold over 100,000 copies in two
months. Part of Swedish crime ficƟon’s elite, Jungstedt is published in 20
countries, and divides her Ɵme between Gotland and Stockholm.
bonnierrights.se | info@bonnierrights.se

Film & TV Rights
Rights Available

Contact
Johanna Lindborg
johanna.lindborg@bonnierrights.se

Non-FicƟon

Stefan Krakowski

Incel
A Masculinity In Crisis and
Involuntary Celibacy
From Stefan Krakowski, the leading expert on the involuntarily celibate, comes INCEL, a razor-sharp and
iniƟated look at the new movement of lonely, potenƟally
militant, men.
Isla Vista, California. A young man sits alone in a car, speaking his final
words into the camera, before uploading a video directly to YouTube.
He outlines his disappointments in life, including his famous father’s
disinterest in him, his hatred towards women, and his life in a state of
involuntary celibacy. He is on his way with a shot‐gun ready, to a soror‐
ity house to kill the embodiment of the women who have chosen oth‐
ers over him, before ul mately ending his own life.
Elliot Rodger’s killings would go on to be labelled as ’misogynist terror‐
ism’ by the Interna onal Centre for Counter‐Terrorism, but in the
shady corners of the internet, he is hailed as a hero and dubbed ’the
Supreme Gentleman’ to a group who have started to call themselves
’Incels’, a shortening of their lonely existence as Involuntarily Celibate.
Quickly, the term becomes synonymous with fear of domes c terror‐
ism, hatred towards women and online trolls, but what is the truth?
Are Incels violent perpetrators just wai ng to find their next vic m, or
are they lonely boys and men shunned by mainstream society? Are
they in fact part of a societal shi ‐ a crisis of masculinity ‐ where wom‐
en are surpassing men at every turn: in finances, society, jobs and edu‐
ca on?
Stefan Krakowski, M.D., with more than 30 years of experience as a
psychiatrist mixes the latest research with uncensored first‐person
interviews in an accessible style, making INCEL an important document
into understanding both the societal shi s that has led us here, and
lets us peer behind the screens into the hearts and minds of this other‐
wise highly elusive group.
‘[I]t’s a smaller, radicalised part of incel culture that is extremist, hateful – and
dangerous…You learn this, and much more, in the very enlightening book
INCEL, just hot oﬀ the presses…The bo omless loneliness of Krakowski’s informants is what make the strongest impression.’
—Nina Solomin, Fokus

Stefan Krakowski (b. 1954) M.D., is a psychiatrist and author. He has a Cer fi‐
cate in Terrorism Studies from the University of St Andrews, and has previously
worked many years for SOS Interna onal in Denmark. Today, Stefan works clini‐
cally with emergency medical care, and is Sweden’s foremost expert on involun‐
tary celibacy. INCEL is his third book.
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FicƟon

Anna Larsson

Rumour Has It
A Swedish Notting Hill, set in publishing
A romanƟc feelgood novel about the girl who went to
Hollywood to get a contract signed, but instead signed on
for an unforgeƩable romance with one of LA’s leading
movie stars.
Sara enjoys her quiet life in the finance department at a small Stockholm publishing house, and a er a turbulent me in her personal life
she finally feels she is standing on solid ground. When she reluctantly
agrees to go on a business trip to Hollywood to close a film deal with
the publisher’s cash cow, Sara can never imagine how much her quiet
life is about to change.
In the city of dreams, Sara meets the movie star John Williams, a famous actor with the whole world at his feet. Sara’s expecta ons of the
man are low, he seems to be exactly as she imagined: arrogant, jaded
and condescending. So much so that she can’t help but to tell him oﬀ
at a business dinner, to her own surprise. The annoying evening takes
an even more unexpected turn the next morning, when she finds herself in every tabloid as the actors new, secret love interest!
Just when the unwanted a en on is star ng to cool oﬀ, they meet
again and John’s façade begins to fade as they get to know each other.
But how are they supposed to explore each other and sort through the
rush of emo ons, with the en re world following their every move?
For readers who loved Robinne Lee’s The Idea of You and those who
seek the intelligent humor of Marian Keyes, Anna Larsson’s warm, relatable and imagina ve debut will light a spark of hope for unexpected
and unforge able true love. Taking place in Hollywood, Stockholm and
Paris, the se ng could not be more roman c making even your armchair travel dreams come true.
‘I could never have guessed that this pageturner by Anna Larsson is her
debut!’
—Erikas Bokhörna
‘The story pulled me in and then I couldn’t let go! 5/5’
—Annas Bokhylla

Anna Larsson (b. 1971) has a master's degree in economics and runs her own
consultancy business. RUMOUR HAS IT is her debut, a passionate and entertaining novel set partly in the Swedish publishing world and partly in Hollywood.
Anna grew up in Falun but now lives with her family outside of Stockholm.
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FicƟon

Åsa Leijon

Drowning in Silence
A haunƟng and atmospheric debut dealing with the aŌermath of a disappearance, set deep in the isolated Swedish
countryside, where secrets are taken to the grave.
It’s been almost a year since Jannica, the wildly popular daughter of
OƩo and Mona, disappeared without a trace. Before, she was an integral part of school-yard cliques, jealous gossip and sweet nothings
whispered by adoring boyfriends, but now her name is only uƩered in
hushed whispers: what kind of girl was she really, how come she was
seen asking uncomfortable quesƟons, and, who might have hurt her?
Only Minna, Jannica’s wild and fearless baby sister, suspects what happened to Jannica, but she is also looking for answers as to why. As their
bereŌ parents have stopped seeing, hearing and noƟcing anything other than their own grief, only the sparrowhawk keeps a silent watch
above her as she scuƩles around the countryside to peer in through
the windows of cabins and houses, listening in to conversaƟons that
are not meant for liƩle girls.
But, beware of disturbing the peace in the closed community that
claims it knows nothing, and where shameful secrets are kept not for
years, but for generaƟons.
DROWNING IN SILENCE is a psychologically acute literary debut novel
which took the author 10 years to write. A natural addiƟon to the
Swedish rural noir tradiƟon, with the darkness of SƟna Jackson’s The
Silver Road and the interwoven lives of Elizabeth Strout’s close-knit
community, Åsa Leijon paints a picture of the Swedish countryside and
its dark underbelly with precise and deŌ brushstrokes as we delve
deeper into finding the truths behind decades of booming silence.

‘Jannica can be described as a Swedish Laura Palmer, the vic m in the
tv‐series Twin Peaks – a mysterious center of town gossip, who has
become many people’s go to and knows about their dark secrets.
DROWNING IN SILENCE is a novel that moves at the border between
suspense and literary moodiness, not too far away from the territories
that have been created by S na Jackson or Daphne du Maurier.’
– Svenska Dagbladet

Åsa Leijon (b. 1968) lives in Uppsala where she works as a high school teacher.
DROWNING IN SILENCE is her debut novel.
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Non‐Fic on

Herman Lindqvist

Erik
Ruler of the North and Pirate King
By Sweden’s pre‐eminent historian, who has sold
over 650 000 copies across the authorship.
When he was only fourteen years old he became the king of
Sweden and just a year later he was crowned the king of all the
Nordic countries—the man who is now famously known as Eric of
Pomerania.
For over 40 years (1396‐1439) he was the king of the Kalmar
Union, which at the me was the largest state from Greenland in
the west to Finnish Karelen in the east, and from the Norwegian
Lappland in the north to the Holy Roman Empire in the south. A
state that was larger than the German Kaiser’s, and that Erik had
grand plans for. Born into the intricate web of European princes,
he travelled far and wide across the con nent, and standing tall at
190cm with long reddish‐blonde hair, the future Pope Pius II once
said about Erik that ”all women were drawn to him...in a feeling
of longing for love.”
However, as history goes—with big empires come big problems,
and in the end he was driven away from his crown to the island of
Gotland on the east‐coast of Sweden. There he would make his
living as a pirate king, before once again returning as the ruling
Duke of Pomerania, where he would live out the rest of his life.
It wasn’t un l a er his death that his enemies would come to
paint the picture of Erik as an outsider, where he would be bran‐
ded as the ”Pomeranian”, despite being formed and part of the
Nordic culture from his birth. In ERIK—THE RULER OF THE NORTH
AND PIRATE KING, Herman Lindqvist will shed new light on Erik’s
life and death, while in his characteris cally vibrant style teach us
more about the colourful middle‐ages, the duchy of Pomerania
and the cast of characters around our Union King in this first book
in Swedish about Erik’s drama c history.

Herman Lindqvist (b. 1943) was born in Stockholm and raised in Helsinki, and
worked as a journalist and war– and foreign correspondent before becoming a
full‐ me author. His expansive authorship of 63 tles covers mostly history, but
also biographies, fic on, and journalism.
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Fic on

Lundgren & Lundgren

Where the Ice Breaks
Book 1 in the ’Arctic Circle’ series
The first book in an explosive new crime series reminiscent of Giles Blunt’s John Cardinal series, set near the
Arc c Circle in Northern Sweden, wri en by a female
wri ng duo, one of whom is an ac ve police oﬃcer.
The snow is finally thawing in the depths of the wilderness in Northern
Sweden when an abandoned bicycle is found. A bike that belongs to a
boy, whose disappearance the previous summer has confounded the
police.
Irene has recently le Stockholm to become a beat cop in Kalix, in the
far reaches of Northern Sweden just south of the Arc c Circle. Irene is
working hard to adapt to the quirks of northern policing: an under‐
staﬀed and underfunded police district, gruelling shi s and a region
made up of mul ple sprawling, largely unpopulated areas. And, on top
of that, she soon finds herself embroiled in a ba le of wills between
her new bosses and her narrow‐minded colleagues, almost all of them
men.
In a small village nearby we meet Nina, a young girl who lives with her
aunt and her cri cally ill mother. Her aunt’s dubious friends pervade
them with a sense of danger, and it becomes increasingly clear that
Nina and her mother’s welfare may be at risk.
Between the breaking of the ice and arrival of spring, Irene is on a hunt
to crack the disappearance of the missing boy. As new crimes unfold,
she strives to integrate with her colleagues. Perfect for fans of Åsa
Larsson’s Kiruna series and the snowy se ngs of Louise Penny.
WHERE THE ICE BREAKS is the first book in a new series by debut
authors Lundgren & Lundgren, one of whom is a police oﬃcer herself.
The series and the unique se ng combines the some mes claustro‐
phobic life of a ghtknit community with the freedom and isola on of
a desolate landscape.
‘Lundgren & Lundgren skillfully builds a nuanced picture, where most
people in the area are ordinary civilians who do not really noƟce what
is going on under the surface, and how serious crimes are commiƩed
under the radar.’
‐ Dagens Nyheter
Jennie Lundgren (b. 1978) and Ulrika Lundgren Lindmark (b. 1972) are sisters‐in‐
law living in Kalix and Gällivare, northern Sweden, respec vely. Jennie works as a
police patrol oﬃcer and Ulrika is an accountant. WHERE THE ICE BREAKS is a
debut for both writers.
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Fic on

Håkan Nesser

Last Days and
Death of a Scribe
Book 7 in the ’Barbarotti’ series
Gunnar Barbaro is back in the seventh instalment of the
million‐copy bestselling ‘Barbaro ’ series.
‘A writer’s last days and death’ is the tle of a unfinished short manuscript by the almost successful author Franz J Lunde. The text appears
to be an eerie descrip on of Lunde’s own experiences during the autumn of 2019, and a er making the rounds, the manuscript lands on
Gunnar Barbaro ’s table.
Strange things seem to be happening in the world of publishing.
Against his will, Barbaro is drawn in to the drama, but shouldn’t he
be spending his me doing more important things? As the global pandemic hits in 2020, Gunnar Barbaro is feeling as though concentra ng on this minor case is like playing a game of chess while the
world is erup ng in a volcano outburst, but the darkness and the mystery of the case keeps drawing him in.
Before The Le ‐Handed League (2018) six years had past since we last
read about Inspector Gunnar Barbaro . Now he’s back again in the
seventh instalment of the series.
The ‘Barbaro ’ series follows Detec ve Inspector Gunnar Barbaro ,
and originally consisted of five instalments published between 2006
and 2012. The celebrated Barbaro books has sold 2,5 million copies
in Sweden, and more than five million copies interna onally.

‘Everything is steeped in a deep humanism and a mild humour. His style
is exact and present, coming alive in front of you in a very personal
way. (…) As always a er having read a book by Nesser, I experience a
heightened sense of life, and that isn’t something that a lot of crime
authors can do. There, he’s without doubt one of the best.’
—Norrbo ens‐Kuriren

‘Mystery, wit and the usual dry humour. And his absolutely excellent
wri ng.’
—Smålandsposten

Håkan Nesser (b. 1950) is one of Sweden's most beloved and renowned authors.
He divides his me between Stockholm and the island of Gotland. His books
have sold over 20 million copies in more than 30 languages.
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FicƟon

Anna‐Karin Palm

Writing Over Your Face
An elegant memoir of the disappearance of a mind behind the veil of Alzheimer’s, about women’s roles over
generaƟons and mother-daughter relaƟonships
You say: ‘What’s your mother’s name?’
I respond: ‘It’s you. You are my mother.’
In WRITING OVER YOUR FACE, Anna‐Karin Palm follows her mother’s
gradual disappearance into Alzheimer’s disease, as she tries to underst‐
and her mother’s life, and how it has influenced herself and the family.
It is a story about climbing the social ladder, about hunger for life,
about family secrets and a complicated mother‐daughter rela onship
that can finally end in reconcilia on.
Anna‐Karin Palm reflects on memory, wri ng and how the story of a
life is shaped. WRITING OVER YOUR FACE is a strong and touching
portrait of a woman’s fate, but also about a family that changes when
death draws near.
With a sensibility similar to Sigrid Rausing’s Mayhem, the author lo‐
vingly a empts to depict her mother in her en rety, from all possible
angles.
‘WRITING OVER YOUR FACE is a great book for anyone who is facing
these ques ons, in short, anyone who’s interested in literature, in
humanity, and the strange landscapes in which the two meet.’
—Sydsvenskan
‘Anna‐Karin Palm’s tale about her mother is both warm and s ll sharp,
and she goes into these conflic ng feelings with open eyes.’
—AŌonbladet
’Anyone who is hit close to home by Alzheimer’s disease is forced into a
state of premature grief. The human is s ll there in front of you, and
yet she’s gone. Anna‐Karin Palm’s depic on of this state is immensely
strong, wri en in a prose as clear as spring water, and with full insight
into what life is.’
—Nerikes Allehanda

Anna-Karin Palm (b. 1961) debuted as an author in 1991, with the novel The Faun.
The Painter’s Daughters (1997) became her interna onal breakthrough and was
translated to eight languages.
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Fic on

Conny Palmkvist

Almost Good at Life
A deeply‐human and aﬀec ng narra ve about a love greater
than any words.
ALMOST GOOD AT LIFE is a moving story about a father’s love for his
daughter who is unlike everyone else. When much‐longed‐for baby Lova is
born, her arrival is joyful but marred by complica ons. Even though her
father doubts his ability to be a good parent, he loves her beyond words.
But soon, anxiety wells up within him: why is it so hard to connect with
Lova? Is she really developing like other children? And how does one con‐
nect with a child that lives in a world of her own? As everyday life be‐
comes more diﬃcult to deal with, father and daughter begin to dri apart.
ALMOST GOOD AT LIFE is auto‐fic on about faltering as a human being,
and about bouncing back, proving it’s never too late to find one’s way
home and to rebuild the most important of rela onships. A brave and
moving story akin to Mar Leimbach’s Daniel Isn’t Talking and Love, Anthony by Lisa Genova.

‘ALMOST GOOD AT LIFE is not only an autobiographical but also an extremely self-revealing depic on of a father's rela onship with a diﬀerent
daughter. It really touched my heart, not least as a direct result of the
intensity of the exquisitely beau ful language.’
— Norra Skåne
‘Palmkvist’s le er to his daughter is acute and brilliant.’
— Helsingborgs Dagblad
‘It's not just about understanding the quality of life of a child who is diﬀerent and her parents. What is ul mately revealed in ALMOST GOOD AT LIFE
is that each person exists based on their own condi ons. The world would
be a more loving place if we admit that without judgment.’
—Sydsvenskan

Rights sold
All rights available
Op ons
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Publica on
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220 pages
Material
Swedish Edi on
English Sample Transla on 70pp
Synopsis
Film & TV Rights
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Conny Palmkvist (b. 1973) is a Swedish writer, editor, ghostwriter, and literary
cri c. Since his cri cally‐acclaimed 2005 debut, Hej då, allihopa, he has
published eleven books to date, most recently the cri cally‐acclaimed The
Helsingør Crossing, about the infamous ’sewing club’ that saved hundreds of
Jews from the Nazis. Palmkvist has received mul ple awards for his work, in‐
cluding the Helsingborgs Dagblad’s Cultural Prize, Umeå Short Story Prize and
the Selma Prize. He lives in Helsingborg, Sweden with his family.
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Fic on

Karin Wallén

Our Snowy Cabin
Christmas
A heartwarming story set in the wintry mountains of
Northern Sweden, about finding yourself, old family secrets and the diﬃcult art of le ng go.
When Elsa loses both her job and her cosy rented apartment in the
middle of Stockholm in one fell swoop, she flees the big city for the old
family cabin in the northern province of Jämtland. With the old saying
‘Ɵdy house, Ɵdy mind’ ringing in her ears she sets out to get some clarity into her own messy life by cleaning out the house.
But the cabin turns out to have its own messy secrets, and as Elsa is
rooƟng through the spider-infested aƫc, she finds a story from 1978,
when a tough storm ravaged through the mountains, leaving eight people dead. As it turns out, the accident had far-reaching consequences
on Elsa’s own family history, and to find out more, she must herself
brave through the icy winter storms of the mountain side.
She will be surprised, however, that the icy mountains hold more than
she would ever think possible, alongside quirky characters, budding
romances and unexpected challenges. OUR SNOWY CABIN CHRISTMAS
is an adventure that will take Elsa further out into the vastness than
she thought possible—and yet closer to herself.

Praise for You, Me and New Year’s Eve
‘Entertaining novel about friendship, rebirth and reconciliaƟon.’
— Kalmar-Posten
‘Karin Walléns second book You, Me and New Year’s Eve is a warm
book with a strong sense for the seƫng and Ɵme. A story about relaƟonships and regular people.’
— Falu-Kuriren

Rights sold
All rights available
Publica on
Bokförlaget Forum
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350 pages
Material
English Sample TranslaƟon (tk)
Synopsis
Film & TV Rights
Rights Available

Karin Wallén (b. 1973) is a Swedish author and freelance journalist who lives in
Stockholm. As a journalist, she has reported from all corners of the world, and in
doing so developed a knack for picking up on details and intangible feelings, just
as she does in her ficƟon novels. In 2011 she was named Feature Story Writer of
the Year at Swedish magazine event Svenska TidskriŌsgalan for her stories in the
travel magazine Vagabond.
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Fic on

Karin Wik

The Academy
Nominated for a Crimetime Award for
Best Debut 2021
Film & TV rights under oﬀer. Perfect for fans of Carol
Goodman’s The Lake of Dead Languages
Many years ago, Ida Rossi, now a journalist in Stockholm, le the Axelson Academy under a cloud. Axelsons, a pres gious boarding school
where tradi on and loyalty come before… well, everything.
Now, Ida must reluctantly return to the isolated lakeside school deep
in the pine forests of western Sweden, to report on the tragic deaths of
two teenage boys who were found brutally murdered on campus some
months before. Will her fraught mind cope with being back in the place
she has worked so hard to forget?
Once back at Axelsons, Ida is met with suspicion by both students and
staﬀ, and everyone at the school seem more interested in keeping the
peace and quelling rumours that threaten the school’s stellar reputaon, rather than helping to find out who murdered the two boys. A
convenient scapegoat in the shape of a Polish caretaker has been
found, though his guilt is far from proven. When Ida’s cabin is a acked
one night it seems that her repor ng might take a dangerous turn.
As she becomes increasingly drawn into the psychological mind-games
of the equally arrogant students and dismissive teachers, Ida’s own
trauma c memories from the school are brought back to the surface,
threatening to derail both her professional and personal life.
How far is The Academy willing to go to keep its reputa on, and how
far is Ida willing to go to get her reputa on back?
THE ACADEMY is an evoca ve suspense novel with a touch of Gillian
Flynn’s Sharp Objects in the exhilara ng se ng of an elite preparatory
school deep in the woods, where it’s easy to wander oﬀ the trail and
find yourself lost and u erly alone. THE ACADEMY is Karin Wik’s
debut.

‘Page‐turner in a thrilling, atmospheric boarding school se ng.’
– Ma as Edvardsson, author of A Nearly Normal Family

Rights sold
Danish: Lindhardt & Ringhof
Publica on
Bokförlaget Forum
April 2021
270 pages
Material
Swedish PDF
English Sample Transla on 75pp
Synopsis
Author Le er
Film & TV Rights
Under oﬀer

‘THE ACADEMY is a stylis cally accomplished début, in which the
wri ng blossoms into delicious similes that amplify the dark theme of
class hatred and fear.’
— BTJ
Karin Wik (b. 1979) has a background in journalism and currently works as a PR
and communica ons manager at Volvo. THE ACADEMY is her debut novel.
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Fic on

Other Available Titles
Clara Eliasson
I DON’T LIKE MONDAYS
An emo onally-charged whirlwind of a debut novel.
In this absolutely remarkable debut novel, Clara Clemen ne Eliasson pens a de and passionate tale
about the obsession of first love, the u er despair of feeling doomed from the start, and of the freedom of running wild in the hot, feverish nights among the flowering citrus trees of southern California. Hurtling at an impossible speed toward a dreadful end, I DON’T LIKE MONDAYS reminds the reader of the tragic yet life-aﬃrming Thelma & Louise, the hope of innocence in the face of evil in Emma
Cline’s The Girls, as well as the blinding fury toward an unfair world in Joyce Carol Oates’ Foxfire.
Swedish tle: MOT SAN FRANSISCO
Published by: Romanus & Selling, 2020
Rights Sold: Danish: Gutkind, Dutch: Orlando, German: btb Verlag
Film and TV Rights: Available

Pernilla Ericson
300 DEGREES
Who can you trust to help you put out the fire, when you don’t know who is fanning the flames?
Book 1 in the Lilly Hed series.
300 DEGREES is a page-turning and atmospheric thriller where the climate and changing environment
are as much part of the story as the characters and plot, reminiscent of Jane Harper’s The Dry, where
oppressive heat, people showing their true colours under pressure, and dark secrets of the past are at
the forefront. It is the first book in a climate-themed crime series by Pernilla Ericson.
Swedish tle: 300 GRADER
Published by: Romanus & Selling, 2020
Rights Sold: German: Fischer (1-2), Norwegian: Aschehoug (1-3)
Film and TV Rights: Available

Catharina Ingelman‐Sundberg
’THE LITTLE OLD LADY’ SERIES
A contemporary and life-aﬃrming entertainment series to be taken very seriously!
Interna onally-bestselling author Catharina Ingelman-Sundberg’s wi y and insigh ul series the ’League
of Pensioners’ is a comedy of errors about a group of delinquent seniors whose desire for a be er quality of life leads them to rob and ransom.
Swedish tles: KAFFE MED RÅN (1), LÅNA ÄR SILVER, RÅNA ÄR GULD (2), RÅN OCH INGA VISOR (3),
GODA RÅN ÄR DYRA (4)
Published by: Bokförlaget Forum, 2012, 2014, 2016, 2020
Rights Sold: Arabic: Dar-al-Muna (1), Bulgaria: Colibri (2), Czech: Argo (1-3), Dutch: Meulenhoﬀ
(1-2), English (CAN): HarperCollins (1-2), English (UK): Pan Macmillan (1-3), English (US): HarperCollins
(1-3), Estonian: Tänapäev (1-2), Finnish: Schildts & Söderström (1-3) French: Fleuve Noir
(1-3), German: Fischer (1-3), Hebrew: Keter Publishing (1), Hungarian: Animus (1), Icelandic: Bjartur
(1), Italian: Newton Compton (1), Japanese: Tokyo Sogensha (1-2), Korean: Open Books
(1-4), Latvian: Lauku Avize (1-2), Norwegian: Vigmostad&Björke (1-3), Polish: Sonia Draga (1-4), Portuguese (BR): Editora Gutenberg (1), Russian: Ast (1), Slovak: Fortuna Libri (1-3), Spanish: Spanish:
Mondadori (1), Roca (2), Turkish: April (1), Vietnamese: Nha Nam (1-3)
Film & TV Rights: Series under op on

Fic on

Mari Jungstedt
’ANDALUCIA’ SERIES
The new series by the interna onal mul -million-copy bestselling author—100 000 copies sold
within two months of publica on.
In the new series by ‘one of Scandinavia's best crime writers’ (The Times) we are introduced to new
fascina ng characters and an evoca ve se ng; the Málaga province in the Andalucía region of
southern Spain, steeped in history and culture. When a presumed accident turns out to be a gruesome murder, Inspector Hector Correa enlists the help of Lisa Hagel, a Swedish university lecturer
and translator living to act as an interpreter between the Spanish police and the Swedish witnesses.
Swedish tle: INNAN MOLNEN KOMMER
Published by: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 2020
Rights Sold: Danish: People’s Press (1+2), Finnish: Otava (1+2), Norwegian: Strawberry (1-3),
Spanish: Maeva (1+2)
Film and TV Rights: Available

Elisabet Nemert
HILL OF THE FAIRIES
Bestselling authorship—300 000 copies sold.
Sweden’s beloved author of historical women’s fic on returns with a story of sisterhood across me
and space, everlas ng loyalty and unpredictable love. Reminiscent of Sarah Addison Allen, Elisabet
Nemert writes powerful stories in the tradi on of Marianne Fredriksson, set in the borderland of magic and realism, that are both educa onal and entertaining.
Swedish tle: ÄLVORNAS KULLE
Published by: Bokförlaget Forum, 2020
Rights Sold: Danish: Poli ken
Film and TV Rights: Available

Ann Rosman
’THE KARIN ADLER’ SERIES
Seven salt-sprinkled, detec ve stories from Swedish Marstrand featuring the beloved police
detec ve Karin Adler.
Ann lives on the Marstrand island herself and finds inspira on in its vibrant culture as well as its rich
and drama c past. In her own words: ‘Marstrand is like a gateway where two worlds meet: the present
and the past – or why not reality and imagina on?’ Truth and legend colour this gateway, and connec ons between past and present shape Karin’s inves ga ons, leading her and the reader back into
mysteries of centuries past.
Swedish tles: FYRMÄSTARENS DOTTER (1), SJÄLAKISTAN (2), PORTO FRANCOS VÄKTARE (3),
MERCURIUM (4), HAVSKATTEN (5), VÅGSPEL (6), MARVATTEN (7)
Published by: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2014, 2016, 2020
Rights sold: Czech: Vydavatelství Vikend (1-2), Danish: Forlaget Punktum (1-5), Finnish: Bazar (17), French: Edi ons Balland (1-2), German: Au au Verlag (1-4, 6), Norwegian: Bazar Forlag (13), Polish: Czarna Owca (6), Russian: AST (1, 4, 6), Spanish (World): Ediciones Salamandra (1-2)
Film and TV Rights: Available

Fic on

Donia Saleh
YA LEILA
Nominated for Borås Debut Prize and The Catapult Prize 2020.
YA LEILA is a novel about loyalty that can equally li you and confine you, about inherited genera onal
trauma and the intense love between two friends. The humour in Queenie meets the style of Jonas
Hassen Khemiri in this unapologe cally poli cal, disarmingly honest, and heart-rendingly iden fyable
story about loyalty and love, and what happens when you step out of the box that someone else has
designed for you.
Nominated for both the Catapult Award and Borås Debut Prize for Best Debut 2020, YA LEILA is wri en
in a darkly funny, fast-paced style and we are treated to a new and refreshing voice in Swedish fic on.
Swedish tle: YA LEILA
Published by: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 2020

Non-Fic on

Conny Palmkvist
THE HELSINGØR CROSSING
The so-called ’Sewing Club’ That Raced to Save Jewish Refugees in WWII. The first-ever full account
of one of Europe’s most daring war me humanitarian opera ons.
Drawing on previously unpublished first-hand accounts and extensive research into both the Danish
and Swedish ci zens involved in the opera on, Palmkvist completes the picture by weaving together
the hitherto untold half of the story to render an engaging historical narra ve in the spirit of Antony
Beevor.
Swedish tle: SUNDETS RÖDA NEJLIKOR
Published by: Bokförlaget Forum, 2020
Op ons: Czech: Albatros, Danish: Turbine
Film and TV Rights: Under shopping agreement

Roland Paulsen
WHAT IF
This is not a self-help book. This is a societal-help book.
Wri en with clarity and passion, WHAT IF is as much a panorama of the cultural varia ons and historical evolu on of anxiety, as it is an inspiring call to ac on to do something about this societal epidemic. Constantly fascina ng, Paulsen takes us down the labyrinth of Max Weber’s ideas about disenchantment, ayahuasca trips as a measure of dampening anxiety, and poli cs as risk-aversion rather
than ideological dreaming. Based on hundreds of studies, ground-breaking research, and personal,
heart-breakingly honest interviews, Roland Paulsen has wri en a sociological study of anxiety in our
me, which in its easily-accessible style is Gladwellian in nature.
Swedish tle: TÄNK OM - EN STUDIE I ORO
Published by: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 2020
Rights Sold: Chinese (compl): Locus Publishing, Chinese (simple): CRUP, Finnish: Tammi, German:
Goldmann, Hungarian: Typotex, Polish: Zwierciadło , Russian: LiveBook Publishing
Film and TV Rights: Enquire with the agent
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